3100 v6 engine diagram

All of these engines are valve cam-in-block or overhead valve engines , except for the LQ1 ;
which uses 24 valves driven by dual overhead cams. These engines vary in displacement
between 2. Production of these engines began in and ended in in the U. This engine family was
the basis for the GM High Value engine family. These engines have also been referred to as the
X engines due to their first usage in the X-body cars. This engine is not related to the GMC V6
engine that was designed for commercial vehicle usage. This "clean sheet" design was
introduced in and versions were produced through Two different blocks with minor differences
were developed:. Like the rest of the Generation I engines, they were updated in with larger
main journals for durability, along with multi-point fuel injection or E2SE carb and OBD I.
Production of the Generation I transverse engines ended in The 2. It was a transverse version
produced from through for the A-body and X-body cars. The standard "X-code" engine for this
line, it used a two-barrel carburetor. Introduced in , the 2. The L44 was produced from to ,
replacing the LH7. It was the first transverse 2. The LB6 engine was introduced in to replace the
original LE2. The LG6 "D-code" was produced from to in both transverse and longitudinal
applications. It used throttle-body fuel injection and iron heads. The longitudinal versions had
minor differences from the transverse engines on which they were based. Like the rest of the
family, larger journals appeared in , along with multiport fuel injection for the F-body LB8
version. TBI was added for the truck version in Production of the 2. GM's performance-parts
division continued production of a related crate engine after The longitudinal LC1 was produced
from to It was a 2-barrel High Output "1-code" version for the F-body cars. It was replaced by
the LB8 for The longitudinal LR2 was a truck version "B-code" produced from to The
longitudinal LL1 was a high-output version of the LC1 produced in and It was used in the â€”
Pontiac Firebird. The carbureted LL2 "R-code" was produced from to Another LL2 "R-code"
with throttle-body fuel injection was produced from to It used multiport fuel injection and was
made for longitudinal mounting. The LH0 as used in the rear-wheel drive applications differed
significantly from that used in front-wheel drive applications. The latter retained the generation-I
architecture block and heads. The power rating of the 3. The F-body cars used the Generation I
architecture, with iron heads, and without splayed valves. The second generation, still 2. It used
aluminum heads with splayed valves and an aluminum front cover. It was produced exclusively
for transverse, front-wheel drive use. The next year, Chevrolet introduced a full-production
long-stroke 3. It was produced simultaneously with the 2. MPFI was used on both, and a
full-production turbo version was available on the 3. An even higher displacement DOHC 3. It
was produced until for the Mexican market and was exported in some models. The L64
"W-code" was introduced in as flexible-fuel version of the 3. The two versions were one that
could run M85 and one that could run E The LG5 "V-code" was a special 3. Around 3, engines
were produced each year. This engine had a block with more nickel content and hardened
internals. The engine was built only for front-wheel drive applications, and was featured
exclusively in the first generation of GM's W-body platform. It was built from to In , the heads
were redesigned for better flow, as well as now making the engine an interference design and
adapting the engine for federally mandated OBDII emissions. It had four valves per cylinder. The
3. The heads and intake manifolds were redesigned for the model year, incorporating a larger
throttle body and plenum area, slightly longer intake runners, cloverleaf combustion chambers,
and larger "pill"-shaped exhaust ports. Camshafts and cam timing were also revised for the
new, higher-rpm powerband. Optional from to was a Getrag five-speed manual transaxle , which
was also exclusive to the GM W platform and was available only with the LQ1. The electronically
controlled Hydramatic 4TE four-speed automatic transaxle was the alternative, used during the
entire production run with the exception of the Monte Carlo Z34 and Lumina LTZ, which
received the 4TE. It featured a structural oil pan, a stiffer redesigned engine block, sequential
fuel injection, and revised aluminum heads. Compression ratio for the L82 was 9. The LG8
"J-code" was an updated version of the engine that displaced 3. The LG8 also featured a new
intake manifold and numerous changes to improve parts-sharing with the larger-displacement
LA1 Emissions were improved with secondary air injection and it earned LEV status. The LA1 or
"E-code" was a larger-bore version of the L It was first used on the U-platform minivans. It
remains an iron block with pushrods and an aluminum two-valve head. An updated version of
the Generation III engine. It includes a new block, intake manifold, oil pan, engine cover, and
fuel system, as well as electronic throttle control. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
vehicle engine. Cast iron Aluminum. OHV 2 valves x cyl. DOHC 4 valves x cyl. Carburetor
Throttle-body fuel injection Multi-port fuel injection Sequential multi-port fuel injection. Pontiac
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the years, GM has saved a bundle on manufacturing the 3. By simply changing the bore
diameter, the displacement of the same engine block could now be increased for more power
and torque. The General Motors 3. The engine itself was based on the earlier 2. The 3. Today,
the 3. The larger 3. A real cream puff low-mileage mint condition car might fetch a couple
thousand dollars on a used car lot. Even so, many people are hanging onto their old cars longer
than ever these days and are still putting money into repairs to keep them running. You might
have a tough time selling a customer a rebuilt long block, but they might consider swapping in a
used V6 as a less expensive alternative. Except for the notorious leaky intake manifold gasket
problem that has plagued many of these engines, the 3. Consequently, there are still a lot of
these engines on the road and people are still spending money keeping them running.
Advertisement The 3. The block has gone though half a dozen variants since its inception, with
different mountings, sensor fittings and reinforcements for both FWD and RWD applications.
Early versions of the RWD engine and FWD minivans used a distributor ignition system while all
of the FWD car applications had waste-spark distributorless ignition systems. This particular
casting tended to develop cracks near the center cylinders. Applications for the 3. Six Common
Problems of the 3. This is the most common problem on these engines. The original equipment
gaskets have a plastic carrier and soft sealing beads around the coolant and intake ports. Over
time, the plastic carrier and seals soften and deform, causing the gasket to lose its seal.
Advertisement Coolant then starts to leak down into the lifter galley and crankcase. Eventually,
the loss of coolant causes the engine to overheat, which may cause additional damage such as
a cracked cylinder head or crushed head gasket. The leakage problem can occur in as little as
60, miles on some engines. The higher the mileage, the more likely the intake manifold gaskets
are leaking coolant. Coolant leakage can be diagnosed by checking the oil dipstick if the oil
looks milky or foamy it probably has coolant in it or by pressure-testing the cooling system. If
an internal coolant leak is indicated, the fix is to pull the intake manifold and replace both intake
manifold gaskets. Several aftermarket gaskets offer design and material improvements over the
OEM gasket to provide a longer lasting trouble-free seal. The waste-spark DIS ignition system
on the 3. It has been a fairly reliable ignition system, but at high mileage, it can develop
problems like any other ignition system. Ignition misfire can be caused by worn or fouled spark
plugs, bad plug wires, weak coils or faults in the ignition control module. No starts are most
often due to faults in the crank sensor circuits there are two on most engines. In some cases, a
no start or intermittent loss of spark can be caused by wiring that is chafing near the rear
exhaust manifold. Advertisement The DIS system has three coils that share paired cylinders ,
and If any of the individual coils fail, it will cause a misfire in the two paired cylinders it supplies
with high voltage. Random misfires, on the other hand, are more often due to a lean fuel
condition caused by intake manifold vacuum leaks, dirty fuel injectors or a leaky EGR valve. If
you suspect a bad coil, one trick is to swap two adjacent coils to see if the misfire moves to the
other two cylinders. You can also check the secondary resistance of each coil with an
ohmmeter. A good coil should read 5,, ohms. Also check the underside of each coil for cracks
or carbon tracks that would tell you high voltage is leaking from the coil. If both are okay, check
to see that both crank sensors are producing a signal. Chances are the problem will be a bad
crank sensor, but it could also be a wiring fault between the crank sensors and ignition module.
The fuel injection system on the 3. The PCM also looks at inputs from the throttle position
sensor TPS , engine speed and temperature to calculate airflow and how much fuel is needed
for the correct fuel mixture. The little heat-sensing wires in the MAF sensor can become coated
with dirt, carbon or fuel vapor varnish over time, causing the sensor to misread airflow. A dirty
MAF sensor typically under-reports airflow, creating a lean condition in the cylinders. The O2
sensors in the exhaust will pick up the lean mixture, causing the PCM to command a richer
mixture to compensate â€” which may make the fuel mixture too rich. Advertisement Symptoms
of a dirty MAF sensor may include rich or lean codes, fuel trim codes, poor fuel economy, rough
idle or even black smoke carbon in the exhaust. Cleaning the sensor with aerosol electronics
cleaner nothing else! Advertisement A leaky EGR valve will act just like a vacuum leak, causing
a lean fuel mixture, rough idle and misfiring. You may find misfire codes or various EGR related
codes when you do your diagnosis. A dirty EGR valve can be cleaned with carbon remover. The
EGR port in the manifold should also be cleaned to make sure there are no obstructions. A
blocked EGR port can cause spark knock and detonation when the engine is under load. Install

a new gasket under the EGR valve when it goes back on the engine. Any high mileage engine
can develop dirty injectors, especially if the vehicle owner has been using the cheapest gas he
or she can buy that contains minimal amounts of detergent. Symptoms of dirty injectors include
lean misfire, random misfire, hesitation when accelerating, a rough idle, hard starts and reduced
performance. One way to diagnose dirty injectors is to do an injector balance test. The test
shows how much the fuel pressure drops after each injector is energized one by one for a fixed
amount of time. What you want to look for is how much the pressure drop varies from one
injector to another. If you see more than 3 psi difference between the highest and lowest
readings, the injectors are dirty and need to be cleaned. GM warns against using any injector
cleaner that contains methanol as this may damage components in the fuel system. Intermittent
Electronic Control Faults. GM tech bulletin D says various fault codes and intermittent
driveability problems and other faults may be caused by corrosion and fretting in various
control module wiring harness connectors. Vibration and corrosion can take a toll on the wiring
in any vehicle after many years of driving. This obviously upsets the operation of whatever
module the wiring is connected to. Advertisement If the problem goes away, the fault has been
fixed at least temporarily. If the problem is still there, it may be an intermittent wiring fault or an
internal control module problem. Special Topics Webinars Video Podcasts. Magazine Current
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